
Ultra-durable aramid fibre USB - Lightning cable
SKU: TECABLEUNRELIGK

If you need an extremely durable and long-lasting cable, this USB-Lightning cable is what
you need.

DURABLE AND REINFORCED

The USB - Lightning Cable is designed for those who own an Apple device and need an extremely durable cable.   

The cable coating is made of aramid fibre, a solid, deformation- and impact-proof material. This accessory has brilliantly passed
a stress test of 50,000 bends, certifying its durability and its suitability for use in corners where there are particularly sharp
bends. Its anti-tangle finish means it will always be tidy and knot-free.

FOR CHARGING AND DATA TRANSFER

Connect it to a wall charger, car charger or power bank to easily charge your iPhone, iPad, iPod. If, on the other hand, you need to
transfer music, videos or documents, simply connect it to a PC or laptop .

The metal reinforced connectors   guarantee fast transfers between devices while the length of 1.5 metres makes it highly
versatile.

MADE FOR IPHONE, IPAD, IPOD

This cable is Made For Apple certified, meaning it meets the manufacturing and performance standards  required by
Apple.Charge and transfer data in maximum safety.

KEY FEATURES:



A "Made for Apple" device: an accessory designed to support Apple devices*, with the manufacturer's certificate of
compliance with the performance standards required by Apple.
Made of aramid fibre
Reinforced USB and Lightning connectors
Suitable for charging and data transfer and synchronisation
Tangle-free
Length: 1.5 metres
Stress test: 50,000 bends

* check the models in the "compatibility" section



Ultra-durable aramid fibre USB - Lightning cable
SKU: TECABLEUNRELIGK

Technical data
Stress test: 50,000 folds  
Cable length: 1.5 m  
Connector 1: USB  
Connector 2: Apple Lightning  
Color: gray  
EAN: 8018417340758  
SKU: TECABLEUNRELIGK  
Length: 1.5000 METER  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 30 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 220 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 80 g  
Width Inner: 160 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 110 mm  
Weight Inner: 555 g  
Width Master: 340 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 250 mm  
Weight Master: 4925 g  
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